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Foreword 

Three decades of debate over energy questions have demonstrated the need 
for a multidimensional approach to explore alternative energy futures and 
the viability of different energy options. The answer has been to develop 
increasingly sophisticated modeling tools for analyzing different disciplinary 
perspectives. The results, however, are not easily translated from one model 
to another, and sometimes two different perspectives generate conflicting re
sults. These difficulties have been reflected in ongoing discussions on energy
efficiency improvements and the costs of C02 reductions. To consider the 
whole situation, special tools and procedures for interpreting results and for 
negotiating between different perspectives are required. 

This paper describes procedures that link economic models with systems 
engineering models. It is based on the modeling framework used for a number 
of assessments including the joint IIASA and the World Energy Council 
(WEC) study presented in Global Energy Perspectives to 2050 and Beyond. 
This assessment framework includes a set of linked energy, economy, and 
environmental models. The macroeconomic and systems engineering models 
are part of this framework and provide different perspectives on the energy
economy-technology interactions. Both models have roots in work done at 
IIASA in the mid-1970s. 

The current report uses a common, formalized language to develop strin
gent linking procedures. The results indicate the value of such a formal 
linking methodology. The procedures translate a much-debated , key param
eter describing energy-efficiency improvements in the macroeconomic model 
into results obtained in the systems engineering model. They also shed 
light on fallacies that may result from a reliance on only one perspective. 
The methodology illustrates how linking enhances the capacity of existing, 
peer-reviewed models and supports the approach IIASA has taken in using 
models with a proven track record for its assessment of long-term energy 
perspectives. 

Nebojsa Nakicenovic 
Project Leader 

Environmentally Compatible Energy Strategies 
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(Received 8 June 1995) 

Abstract-Informal linking or softlinking of macroeconomic and systems engineering models can 
provide high variety tools for joint energy-economy analysis. A necessary condition for internal 
control of such linking is a common, formalized language describing areas of overlap between the 
models. The principle of a common language is discussed and demonstrated for the softlinking of 
a macroeconomic model (ETA-MACRO) and a systems engineering model (MESSAGE III). 
Copyright © 1996 Elsevier Science Ltd. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Understanding energy-economy coupling is crucial for designing energy systems compatible with sus
tainable economic growth. Different perspectives are leading to divergent views of this coupling. There
fore, means are needed for negotiating and integrating the different approaches. The greenhouse-gas 
debate provides an illustration. A central question concerns the development of energy systems compat
ible with both economic growth and management of the risk of climate change. 

Much of the debate is focused on the links between economic growth, level of energy demands, 
development of the energy system to supply these demands, and technology and resource bases to 
support the energy system. Examples of how the links may be treated are found in Refs. 1-5. The 
debate is often connected with alternative analytical approaches. The approaches are distinguished by 
their designs and uses of various models, as well as the emphasis on technological databases. The 
alternative philosophies may be labelled top-down macroeconomic and bottom-up engineering. The two 
approaches tend to disagree on the effects of energy-efficiency improvements on future levels of energy 
demands.6•

7 The macroeconomic approach usually leads to fewer effects on compounded future energy 
demands than the systems engineering approach. Some authors refer to this disagreement as the Gap.8 

An interesting question is whether it is possible to identify the causes of the disagreements as either 
different interpretations and uses of data or differences in methodology and modelling tools. 

The two approaches differ considerably in their identification of the relevant system. The bottom-up 
or systems engineering approach builds on detailed analysis of technological options and potentials for 
technical changes in the energy system. The models are focused on energy flows. With the more sophis
ticated systems engineering models, the complex network of resources, technologies and final users 
may be mapped with the desired scope and detail. Alternative energy pathways can be explored from 
extraction to final use. Such models are ideal tools for investigating fundamental technological changes 
in the energy system, including consequences for emissions, investments and cash flows. Development 
of systems engineering models started in the 1970s. Examples of such models for the whole energy 
system are found in Refs. 9-12. 

In the top-down or macroeconomic approach, energy enters as a production factor. The interplay 
with other production factors to create economic growth is captured in production functions. The techni
cal energy system is usually treated as a black-box that is characterized by transfer functions with 
elasticities describing tendencies to change the fuel mix. Price changes trigger fuel switches and alter 
the relation between the use of energy and other production factors, but the technologies responsible 
for these changes are not identified.' 3·

14 Exceptions are Manne,15 and Manne and Richels,3 who reco
gnize generic technologies for production of electricity and synthetic fuels and to some extent describe 
physical flows of energy carriers. Productivity improvements are usually specified by external para
meters but have been made endogenous in the Jorgensen and Wilcoxen general equilibrium model.2 
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The macroeconomic models thus capture feedbacks between the energy system and the rest of the 
economy. They address the effects of changing prices on economic activity, including possible reallo
cation of resources that affect capital formation and economic growth. The macroeconomic models 
have one more important function, namely, its use helps us to avoid the reductionist fallacy, e.g. the 
belief that the components in the compounded energy demand will remain the same in the future. 
Conversely, by using the systems engineering models we avoid another fallacy, which may be called 
the black-box fallacy, e.g. the belief that observations of previous inputs and outputs exhaust all possible 
responses (i.e. possible internal states) of the energy system. 

Fundamental technological changes in the energy system may involve considerable feedbacks to the 
rest of the economy. Conversely, evaluation of economic instruments to control the risk of climate 
change must include consideration of the technological response of the energy system. Linking a mac
roeconomic model and a systems engineering model will provide a tool for the required joint energy
economy analysis. It should also help us to avoid both the reductionist and the black-box fallacies. For 
linking, it is possible to use peer-reviewed models, which avoids repeating earlier work and provides 
needed initial quality assurance to the efforts. 

The first example of linked models was reported by Hoffman and Jorgensen. 16 They linked the 
Brookhaven Energy System Optimisation Model (BESOM) 17 with a general equilibrium model. 18 Later 
efforts by the same group involved linking to a large input-output model. 19 During the 1980s, investi
gations using linked economic and system engineering models were described by Berger et al.20 and 
by Yasukawa et al.21 In all of these studies, links between models are informal, i.e. the information 
transfer between the models is directly controlled by the user. The first example of formal linking of 
a macroeconomic and a systems engineering model was reported by Manne and Wene.5 The resulting 
energy-economy model has been used for studies of national energy systems.22

-
24 

In this paper, I report on the informal linking (softlinking) of a macroeconomic and a systems engin
eering model. The purpose of the linking is to provide an integrated energy-economy modelling frame
work for the scenario work at the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA).25 This 
work involves systems analysis of global energy perspectives in order to identify potential environmental 
impacts, mitigation and adaptation strategies. The time horizon is 2100, and the world is disaggregated 
into 11 regions. A number of formal models are used to achieve consistency of the qualitative analysis, 
but energy-economy linking is at the core of the modelling efforts. 

The linking is based on two models with proven track records both in global and environmental 
analysis. The bottom-up systems engineering model is MESSAGE III. 11 The MESSAGE family of 
models has been used for the past two decades in analyses of national, regional and global energy 
systems. The latest adaptation of the ET A-MACR015 model is selected for the top-down macroecon
omic analysis. Both models have roots in work done at IIASA in the mid-1970s. A more recent modifi
cation of ETA-MACRO is known as Global 2100.6 The adaptation of Global 2100 is referred to as 
l lR to reflect its applicability to the 11 regions of the scenario work. 

Model linking has provided insights into the top-down, bottom-up controversy. To substantiate these 
insights, quite precise softlinking procedures have to be implemented. In the first part of the paper, I 
therefore develop a methodological basis for internally controlled softlinking. The methodology requires 
exact identification of areas where the two models overlap. Such identification is achieved by describing 
the two models in the common, formalized language of the Reference Energy System (RES). 

The advantages and disadvantages of formal and informal linking (hardlinking and softlinking) are 
discussed in Sec. 3. The concept of a clearing house is introduced in order to emphasize both informal 
information processing and potential for learning in softlinking. The relations between scenario gener
ation and model linking are discussed in Sec. 4. Section 5 illustrates linking for one of the 11 scenario 
regions. The results provide a quantitative comparison of the treatment of energy-efficiency improve
ments in the two models. 

2. IDENTIFYING THE RELEVANT SYSTEM: THE REFERENCE ENERGY SYSTEM IN 11 R 
AND MESSAGE III 

2.1. Model descriptions in a common language 

In the Introduction, we discussed how the macroeconomic and systems engineering approaches differ 
in their identification of the relevant system. But the preview also indicated areas where the identified 
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systems overlap. In fact, the root of the top-down, bottom-up controversy is the claim of the modellers 
for such overlaps. For consistency, the softlinking between the models representing the two approaches 
therefore has to be internally controlled, e.g. through iterations with feedback of information between 
the models. This means, that it must be possible to compare model results within the overlapping areas 
and then decide whether the models are describing the same phenomena and the same future. The 
procedures for feedback and comparison will be called soft/inking procedures. A necessary first step 
to develop such procedures is to describe the system identification made by the two models in a common, 
formalized language.t 

For a controllable softlinking, the common language should provide common, unambiguous measur
ing points where the two models should yield identical results, e.g. for energy flows. This places a 
strong requirement on the language: if the results from the two models at the common measuring points 
differ by more than a preset value, it follows from the rules of the language that the models are not 
linked. The language is thus the basis for quality control of the softlinking. It also should guide the 
development of the softlinking procedures and help explain the differences due to different model 
approaches (the top-down/bottom-up controversy). 

There is no language that can provide both the measuring points and exhaustively describe the two 
models. One therefore has to settle for a minimum demand. The language should provide a full descrip
tion of at least one of the models and substantial parts of the other. With these requirements, it should 
be possible to decide either on common measuring points or that there is no overlap and therefore the 
prerequisite for an internally controlled softlinking does not exist. Systems engineering provides a 
suitable language, namely the Reference Energy System (RES). 

Figures 1 and 2 show the Reference Energy System (RES) in llR and MESSAGE III. RES is a 
nested flow diagram.27 Horizontal lines indicate energy flows, and vertical lines indicate distribution 
systems or markets for energy carriers. In most cases an energy flow goes through an energy conversion 
technology, where the energy is transferred to one or more new energy carriers. In Fig. 1, an energy 
conversion technology is indicated by a box. For practical reasons, the conversion technologies in Fig.2 
are indicated only by text strings. For the selected level of aggregation, the RES diagram shows all 
possible paths a unit of energy can take from primary energy to consumer. 

RES can be used to give a fairly complete description of both the scope and the technological detail 
of a systems engineering model such as MESSAGE III (cf. Wene ).28 Scope here indicates the boundaries 
of the system and the amount of optional technologies and alternative energy paths included in the 
model. The technological detail refers to the level of aggregation. 

Macroeconomic relations fall outside the area of competence for the RES language. In Fig. l, the 
macroeconomy is a black-box, which is also a sink for electricity and non-electric fuels furnished by 
the energy-supply system. For our purpose, however, it is important that the way l IR describes the 
energy-supply system can be captured in a RES. As expected, the RES for MESSAGE III has more 
technological detail than I lR. However, there are two important qualitative differences, which emphas
ize different modelling philosophies rather than the engineer's quest for details. Firstly, RES identifies 
a chain of energy technologies that converts, transmits and distributes energy from resource to final 
consumer. The consumer is linked by a chain of technologies to resources. The steps in this chain are 
identified in Fig. 2 as resource to primary energy to secondary energy to final energy to useful energy 
demand. Each step is connected with costs and energy losses. MESSAGE III describes all steps, albeit 
crudely for specific electric demands. 11 R describes only the first step for non-electric fuels, but the 
two first steps for electricity. Secondly, MESSAGE III identifies different useful demands which do 
not specifically require electricity. Such demands will be referred to as "non-elc specific". The differen
tiation is necessary to investigate changes in technology to convert final energy to useful energy 
demands, e.g. fuel switching in the heating sector. 1 lR models non-electric fuels as one single pro
duction factor. 

tLanguage is here used in the sense of means to communicate as in language games.26 Language A is defined as ''The total set 
of all understood language acts refering to language A". An example of a language act is when a professor gives a student 
a half-finished RES asking the student to enter Integrated Coal Gasification Combined Cycle power plant into the RES. If 
both agree that the student has done this correctly, the language act is understood. The language act also belongs to the total 
set of language acts that defines the language RES. 
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Resource Primary Secondary 

HYDRO ,______. 

NUC-R ,______. 

NUC-N I----

REN-ELE I---- E 
COAL-R 

r COAL-N 

OIL-R labor (l) 

GAS-R I GAS-N 

E MACRO-
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Energy Cost 
COAL - ::_~~~~}- Production function Investment NE with L, K,.E NE 

[~~~~:~-: -- as production factors -
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Capital (K) 

_Oil-LC Electricity generation technologies 
HYDRO Hydroelectric 
NUC-R Existing nuclear 

Oil-IMP NE 
NUC-N New advanced nuclear 
REN-ELE New advanced renewables 
COAL-R Existing coal 

_GAS-LC COAL-N New advanced coal 

~[~~:~~::-: --
OIL-R Existing oil 
GAS-R Existing gas 

_GAS-HC GAS-N New advanced gas (comb. cycle) 

Non-electric energy supplies 

[~~~~}-
-HC High cost 
-LC Low cost 
CLDU Coal direct uses 
SYNF Synthetic fuels [----H2 ____ 1----- OGPD Oil-gas price differential 
RNEW RenBwables 
H2 Hydrogen fuel {back-stop techn.) 

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of l IR including the Reference Energy System (RES). The RES refers to an oil
importing region. E and NE refer to the physical flows of electricity and non-electric fuels. E and NE are 
production factors. The relations between E and E, and between NE and NE are discussed in Sec. 2.3. Dashed 
boxes indicate dummy technologies. These technologies are only specified by costs. No information is given 

about properties of interest for RES, such as conversion efficiency. 

2.2. Common measuring points 

n 

Our RES findings are summarized in Fig. 3, which also provides the starting point for our linking. 
The diagram identifies the part of the RES which is common to both models. It also indicates which 
part of the RES is only described in MESSAGE III. The diagram shows one particular choice of 
common measuring points (CMP), but, in principle, these points could be chosen anywhere in the 
common area of the RES. The purpose of the softlinking constrains the choice. For example, for detailed 
sensitivity analysis the models should reproduce all the flows and capacities in the common area, and 
most nodes will have to be CMPs. To learn about the interactions between the two represented systems, 
more autonomous models and less CMPs are preferred. 

Independent from the purpose of the linking, however, the set of CMPs will have some general 
properties that are important for a controlled softlinking. To ensure model coherence within the whole 
common area, the set of CMPs should react to changes anywhere within this area. We will call such 
a set inclusive.t To ensure swift convergence between the models, we would like CMPs to be inde
pendent from each other. This would simplify the procedures for model linking and quality control. 

t An inclusive set of CMP has the following property: changing any energy flow or technology within the common area changes 
the energy flow at least at one of the CMPs in the set. 
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Fig. 2. The RES for MESSAGE III for 1990 and 2020, adapted from Ref25. 
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Such an ideal set with independent CMPs is referred to as exclusive.t Inclusive refers only to the 
common area, while exclusive apply to the complete RES. 

A non-inclusive set would leave part of the common area outside softlinking. An inclusive set of 
CMPs is therefore a necessary condition for a controlled softlinking. Looking at the common part of 
the RES as a black-box,29 CMP sets consisting either of the inputs or the outputs from the common 
part are expected to be inclusive. It would be desirable that the set of CMPs also is exclusive. Is this 
possible? Unfortunately, the answer in most practical applications is no. The reason is that RES usually 
contains many vertical links connecting flows and technologies. 

Figure 3 provides an example. The set consisting of the two points marked CMP is inclusive. How-

tTo define an exclusive set, we introduce the concept of influence area. An energy flow or technology belongs to the influence 
area of a CMP, if a change in the flow or technology produces a change in the energy flow measured at the CMP. Two 
CMPs are exclusive, if there is no overlap between their influence areas. A set of CMP is exclusive if all pairs of CMPs in 
the set are exclusive. 
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Fig. 3. The framed area shows the common RES. The common RES is obtained by mapping MESSAGE III 
RES on the 11 R RES from Resource to common measuring points CMP. The coupling to the macroeconomy 
via MESSAGE III demands for commercial energy are also shown. There are cross-couplings between elc and 
non-elc specific demands outside the common RES. Such cross-couplings make it practically impossible to 

find an exclusive set of CMP and contributes to softlinking noise. 

ever, switching from non-electric fuels to electricity to satisfy thermal demands will change the energy 
flows at both CMPs. The set of CMPs is therefore not exclusive. In fact, there are overlaps between 
the influence areast of the two CMPs at the following conversion steps: at conversion from final to 
useful energy through use of electricity for thermal demands and transportation and of light fuel oil 
for specific demands, and at conversion from primary to secondary energy through coupled production. 

The fact that the set of CMPs cannot be exclusive has important consequences. The softlinking 
procedures for iterating between the two models has to include corrections for overlap between influence 
areas. These corrections become fairly elaborate if there are large vertical flows in the RES outside the 
common area. The overlap between the influence areas results in softlink.ing noise. After several iter
ations, there will still be differences at the CMPs between the two models. The effect of a non-exclusive 
set of CMPs is further discussed in Sec. 5. 

2.3. Translating between economic and RES languages 

The previous analysis of the models is restricted by the necessity to use one common, formalized 
language, RES. This is sufficient to design the softlinking procedures. However, to be able to interpret 
the softlink.ing results it is necessary to understand how 11 R describes the coupling between the physical 
flows of electricity and non-electric fuels and the production factors electricity and non-electric fuels. 
For this an economic language is necessary. 

The production factors in llR are capital, labour, electricity and non-electric fuels. The market share 
between electricity and non-electric fuels is determined by an external parameter, the value share, which 
in the model runs described in Sec. 5 has been kept constant over the whole studied period. The total 
use of electricity and non-electric fuels is determined by another external parameter, the elasticity of 

tSee previous footnote for a definition of influence area. 
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substitution between the capital-labour aggregate and the energy aggregate in the production function. 
For details see Manne and Richels.3 

We assume that the physical energy flows E and NE in Fig. 3, and the energy-production factors E 
and NE remains identical throughout the period. With fixed relative prices between production factors, 
the demand for electricity and non-electric fuels will then grow at the same rate as GDP. But, according 
to Fig. 3, there may still be changes between the points marked CMP and the box called Macroeconomy. 
At this box, electricity and non-electric fuels are interpreted as production factors. Between CMP and 
Macroeconomy lies a major part of the MESSAGE RES and there are also possibilities for structural 
and technological change within user sectors. Technology R&D and life style could be the agents of 
non-price-induced changes. The relations between the physical flows and the production factors are 
now re-interpreted3 as 

i=p 

E(p) = E(p) x fl[! -AEEl(E,i)]~, (l) 
i= I 
i=p 

NE(p) = E(p) x fl[! -AEEI(NE,i)]~, (2) 
i= I 

where p is the model period and L1 the length of the period (10 years in our case). For the base 
year 1990, p = 0 and £(0) = E(O), NE(O) = NE(O) . The new parameter is autonomous energy efficiency 
improvement (AEEI), and is introduced to capture changes between the CMPs ancl the production 
function at constant energy prices measured at the CMPs. t 

The analysis provides one important conclusion: it is possible to translate AEEI at least partially into 
RES-language. The MESSAGE model can be run with constant prices for electricity and for the fuels 
passing through the common measuring point for non-electric fuels in Fig. 3. The changes in efficiency 
outside the common part of the RES is then the RES contribution to AEEI. The remaining part of 
AEEI is attributed to structural and technological changes within the sectors identified by MESSAGE III. 

At changing prices, changes in the energy system are a result both of price, the production function 
and whatever driving forces behind the AEEI. Without a model for the user sectors, it does not seem 
possible to disentangle and translate the effects of economic parameters into RES language for this case. 

3. LINKING PROCEDURES 

3.1. Soft-linking and hard-linking 

The discussion about a common language for system identification has been focussed on requirements 
for softlinking. In softlinking, the processing and transfer of the information passed between models is 
directly controlled by the model users. The users evaluate the results from the models and decide if 
and how the inputs of each model should be modified to bring the two sets of results more in line with 
each other, i.e. how to make the models converge. Softlinking therefore involves two different modes 
of information processing, namely, by using formal models and by using linking procedures. The latter 
mode always includes an informally evolving, judgemental part. 

In order to decide on convergence, there must be a set of common measuring points CMP, as dis
cussed in the previous section. To avoid ad hoc decisions, strict procedures for output-input processing 
have to be set up, using the CMP to control the linking. Before discussing the design of softlinking 
procedures, a comparison with formal model linking is useful to further our understanding of the advan
tages and disadvantages of softlinking. 

In formal linking or "hardlinking", all information processing and all transfer of information between 
the models is formalized and usually handled by computer programs. In areas where the models overlap 
an algorithm may be used to negotiate results. Usually, however, one model is given strict control over 
the results, and the other model is set up to reproduce the same results. In a computer model, the 
subordinated parts are simply substituted for the corresponding parts of the controlling model. 

tThis statement means that the price of E and NE will be reduced by a factor equal to the inverse of the AEEI-factors in Eqs. 
( 1) and (2 ) respectively. At constant energy prices but with non-zero AEEI, there will be take-back effects in the macroecon
omy, leading to an energy demand that grows at a rate slightly greater than (GDP growth - AEEI). 
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The advantages of softlinking can be summarized by practicality, transparency and Leaming. Like
wise the advantages of hardlinking can be characterized by productivity, uniqueness and control. 

Softlinking seems the most practical starting point for linking models based on different approaches. 
Initial investments in computer programming are kept low, and the modellers can fairly quickly obtain 
results for evaluation and learning. But for reasons of productivity, hardlinking is the preferred end 
product. As the volume of model runs increases, and more model users become involved, more resources 
are needed to retain the quality of softlinked than of hardlinked models. 

Hardlinking produces one unique result for each set of assumptions and data. Both assumptions and 
data may be well documented. The quality of the results is controlled by reviewing these assumptions 
and data. Softlinking often produces noise in the form of differences between the results of the models 
for energy flows, prices and technologies .. within the common region. Noise control is complicated 
because most of the useful sets of common measuring points tum out to be non-exclusive. Due to 
softlinking noise, uncertainty analysis becomes very difficult. In spite of stringent procedures, each case 
of softlinking contains an element of human judgement. This fact complicates outside review. 

The uniqueness and ease of control in hardlinking come at a price, however. The advantage of 
softlinking is that at each stage of the exercise the user sees the perspective of both models, e.g. the 
top-down macroeconomic model and the bottom-up systems engineering model. The top-down/bottom
up controversy tells us that these perspectives may lead to different results. In softlinking the differences 
are made explicit, as is the process of reconciling them. In this respect, softlinking can be seen as a 
tool for learning about the system and the implications of the two perspectives. 

Softlinking and hardlinking can also be compared from the point of view of autonomy and coherence 
between the models. In hardlinking, model autonomy is subordinate to inter-model coherence. In 
softlinking, the balance between autonomy and coherence is determined through the choice of CMP 
and softlinking procedures. Softlinking therefore provides a high variety tool, but following the law of 
requisite variety,29 it consequently requires a high variety model user. This means, that a large amount 
of model management is needed to continuously assure the quality of the result. 

3.2. Clearing house and feedback controlled soft/inking 

Figure 4 shows links between the models, scenario definition and the IIASA database. The links are 
shown for one region. It was emphasized in the previous section that softlinking involved different 
modes of information processing by using models and by using linking procedures. In Fig. 4, the concept 
of Clearing House is introduced to denote all activities and information processing taking place outside 
the models for the purpose to link the models. The Clearing House in Fig. 4 consists of model users 
and softlinking procedures. There is no direct connection between the two models. All information that 
is transferred between the models passes through the Clearing House. 

Checkland30 distinguishes between purposive and purposeful systems. A purposive system is a system 
designed by a purposeful system to fulfil a purpose. Only purposeful systems can reflect upon their 
goals and activities and change their purpose. A model can be described as a purposive, designed 
abstract system. But a Clearing House consists both of a designed abstract system, i.e. the softlinking 
procedures, and of a purposeful human activity system. It i.s the latter system that monitors and reflects 
upon the feedback from the models, designs and eventually changes the softlinking procedures. 

For the softlink.ing of MESSAGE III and 1 IR, the Clearing House has three functions : design and 
quality control of softlinking procedures, learning about different modelling perspectives, and supporting 
scenario evaluations. The softlinking procedures are discussed below, and the learning in Sec. 5. 

Figure 4 indicates the feedback control of the I IR-MESSAGE softlinking. The process starts from 
an 1 IR run. The resulting demands for electricity and non-electric fuels are read off at the points 
marked CMP in Fig. 3. This information is disaggregated, corrected for effects in RES outside the 
common area and then fed into MESSAGE in the form of useful energy demands at the information 
entry points marked IEP in Fig. 3. The procedures are as follows: 

The share of useful energy demands between the eight non-specific demands is part of the scenario 
assumptions, and the MESSAGE demands at IEP are calculated from the I IR demands using a spread
sheet model. For the first iteration with MESSAGE, the l lR demands are converted assuming that 
there is no change in efficiency in the RES between the CMPs and the IEPs. This statement means 
that the known base-year efficiencies for transferring energy from CMP to IEP are used throughout the 
whole period. For the following iterations, the previous MESSAGE run is used to correct for efficiency 
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changes in the conversion from CMPs to IEPs. Corrections also have to be made for the fact that the 
two CMPs are not exclusive, i.e. for the use of electricity in the non-specific sectors, for the use of 
light fuel oil in the elc-specific sector, and for the coupled production of electricity and heat. 

The procedures used for the example in Sec. 5 allows only iterations between the Clearing House 
and MESSAGE III. The iterations are continued until MESSAGE III reproduces the original l lR values 
at the CMPs within a preset tolerance. It would have been quite possible to extend the set of CMPs, 
start iterations between the Clearing House and llR, e.g. to make this model reproduce the fuel mix 
of MESSAGE. However, this would have complicated the softlinking without shedding any new lights 
on the top-down/bottom-up controversy. 

The selected CMPs form the smallest meaningful inclusive set.t They therefore give a large amount 
of autonomy to the models. This observation is consistent with the purpose of softlinking, namely, to 
develop softlinking procedures for the scenario work, and to provide insights into the top-down/bottom 
up controversy. As experience accumulates, coherence between the models will be increased, e.g. by 
choosing a larger set of CMPs. The top-down/bottom-up controversy is related to energy flows after 
the two CMPs. The IEPs are therefore chosen as far downstream from the CMPs and as close to the 
Macroeconomy as possible. The meaning of the correction for efficiency changes in the MESSAGE 
RES after the CMPs has been elucidated previously. It is the RES contribution to AEEI. 

3.3. Other types of softlinking 

It is necessary to require an internally controlled linking for models that claim to describe the same 
object, e.g. the energy system. There are, however, other legitimate forms of softlinking where the 
models do not claim to describe the same object. 

tFonmally, the flows of electricity and non-electric fuels could be added and fonn an inclusive set with on member. It is difficult 
to ascribe any meaning to such a CMP from a thennodynamic point of view. 
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Model chains are used to investigate causal links between different objects. One example is integrated 
modelling where the links between the energy-economic system and the Earth climate system is stud
ied.3 1.32 Another example are the modelling chains used to investigate possible releases of radioactivity 
from underground repositories for nuclear waste. 33 In these cases the model linking can be characterized 
as sequential softlinking. 

Many of the concepts developed above can be taken over to sequential softlinking. Chapman et al.33 

develops a common, formalized language, the Process Influence Diagram, which is used to design an 
Assessment Model Flowchart. In this flowchart 14 Clearing Houses are used to link 21 different models 
together. The Clearing Houses are of crucial importance for developing linking procedures and provid
ing quality assurance. 

4. SCENARIO AND SCENARIO CONTROL 

Figure 4 indicates control from the scenario meta-level on the models and softlinking. The scenario 
level must also provide closure for any remaining discrepancies between the two models after softlink
ing. In the language of systems analysis, the scenario controls the boundaries of the models while the 
IIASA database provide system resources. Softlinking is controlled by specifying the purpose of linking. 
The purpose is interpreted in the Clearing House and used to find a balance between model autonomy 
and coherence. The balance is defined in practical terms through the choice of common measuring 
points (CMP) and points for entry of information from the other model (IEP). 

From the point of view of the scenario level, the task for the softlinking is to check whether a 
suggested scenario is consistent and feasible . On this level, the rationale for probing into the top
down/bottom-up issue is less to resolve a methodological problem, but to get a preview of model 
behaviour and an understanding of how to interpret the answers from the softlinking process. 

Closure at the scenario level has to be provided not only for sofllinking within the 11 regions, but 
also among the regions for, e.g. traded energy carriers. To manage this task, model autonomy has to 
be reduced. 

For the production runs, a master model has been designed using a language that is able to describe 
substantial parts of 11 R and MESSAGE III. The master model interprets the scenario assumptions 
consistently for all the 11 regions. A Clearing House is set up on the scenario level to link the master 
model to the 11 R and MESSAGE III models. Three sets of CMPs are defined: two for the linking of 
the master model and the l IR and MESSAGE models, respectively, and one for the linking of the l IR 
and MESSAGE. The CMP for the master and 1 IR models is the total primary energy demand, the 
CMPs for the master and MESSAGE III models it is the useful energy demands, and for the 1 IR and 
MESSAGE III the primary energy demands by source. The master model ensures coherence between 
regions and also reduces the softlinking noise between the 11 R and MESSAGE III models at the 
individual regional levels. The price is that the regional models lose autonomy and some of their ability 
"to go out and find solutions for themselves". However, the reduced autonomy is consistent with the 
view from the scenario level of softlinked energy-economy models as tools for checking the feasibility 
of scenarios. 

5. SOFTLINKING AT WORK 

5.1. An illustrative example 

The linking of MESSAGE III and I JR for China and Centrally Planned Asia has been chosen to 
illustrate the application of the proposed conceptual framework. Figure 5 shows the effect of softlinking 
at the common measuring points, i.e. total electricity production and total demands for non-electric fuels. 

The pre-set criteria for softlinking prescribe that the MESSAGE III values at the CMP shall be within 
3% of the l IR values. These criteria were met after several iterations. In Sec. 3.2., we anticipated two 
types of corrections to translate the l IR values at the CMP to useful energy demands at the MESSAGE 
III information entry points, IEP. It is now possible to see the magnitudes of these corrections. 

The largest correction is due to changes in the compounded efficiency in the RES between the CMPs 
and the IEPs. Figure 6 shows these changes for the non-elc specific demand categories used in the 
MESSAGE model. An analysis of the model results for non-electric fuels shows that all these changes 
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are due to switching to more efficient fuel/technology combinations. The decision to switch is taken 
by the model, based on minimizing total cost. The changes in the electric sector are due to improvements 
in transmission and distribution and implicit already in the technology characterization. 

The curve marked "Avg. softlink corr" in Fig. 7 shows the total efficiency correction for non-electric 
fuels, i.e. the average effect of fuel switching in the RES between CMP2 and IEP. Applying the 
efficiency correction directly to the MESSAGE III results before softlinking would already bring the 
MESSAGE results for non-electric fuels within the 3% interval. However, for electricity the difference 
between l lR and MESSAGE would still be up to 8%. The fact that the set of CMPs is not exclusive 
has therefore a small but not negligible effect on the softlinking. In order to soft-link the two models, 
second order corrections due to the overlap of the influence areas of the two CMPs have to be included 
in the softlinking procedures. Most important is to account for the-use of electricity for thermal purposes 
and for light oil in the elc-specific sector. 

The choice of CMPs gives the models large autonomy and Fig. 5 shows that the fossil-fuels mix and 
the market penetration of electric technologies are different in the two models. Such type of noise can 
be reduced by choosing a larger set of CMPs. The efficiency correction is, however, established well 
above the noise level. Enlarging the set of CMPs would unnecessarily complicate procedures, if the 
purpose is to study the treatment of efficiency improvements in the two models. 

5.2. Interpretation of autonomous energy efficiency improvement 

The economic interpretation of the efficiency correction was discussed in Sec. 2.3. In the present 
case, energy prices increase substantially and change relative to each other. The average softlinking 
correction in Fig. 7 is then a result both of autonomous energy efficiency improvements, AEEI, and 
the changing share of non-electric fuels in the production. However, running the model with fixed 
prices for electricity and non-electric fuels will make the softlinking correction equal to the RES
component of AEEI. 

Fixed price at CMP for non-electric fuels can be obtained in several ways in MESSAGE, because 
this model has three fossil-fuels. Figure 7 shows the result for two quite different price schemes. The 
difference is small, and we conclude that with plausible fossil-fuel price schemes to keep the CMP 
price constant, the RES-component of AEEI implicit in the database used for this study can be fairly 
unambiguously defined. 

Somewhat surprisingly, we find that the AEEI-curve lies above the curve showing the changes in 
efficiency in the original run. In the language of 11 R, this implies that increasing the price of non
electric fuels leads to fewer efficiency improvements. Analysing the MESSAGE solution reveals the 
reason for the apparently contradictory result. l lR aggregates all non-electric fuels into one fuel which 
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carries the price signal to the macroeconomy. However, most of the efficiency improvements are results 
of switches to more efficient fuel/technology combinations. The actual amount of switching will depend, 
not only on more efficient technologies becoming available, but also on the development of the relative 
prices between the non-electric fuels, which in our case primarily are the three fossil fuels: coal, oil 
and gas. The rising aggregate fuel price hides drastic changes in the relative prices. Disaggregation of 
the price for non-electric fuels into separate prices for the fossil-fuels therefore dissolves the contradic
tion. The analysis illustrates the problems of unpacking a black box. 

A more detailed study of the MESSAGE results reveals that the differences between the two 
efficiency curves are due to different rate of investments in gas technologies. In the price schemes 
applied to extract AEEI from the MESSAGE database, fossil prices are artificially fixed at or close to 
their current values. Specifically, requiring a constant price for non-electric fuels will keep the gas price 
close to its low base-year value. As the more efficient gas technologies become available, they will 
therefore be chosen as the most cost-efficient alternatives. In the original MESSAGE runs, where price 
and availability of the fossil-fuels are characterized by supply curves, the present cheap gas reserves 
are exhausted faster than the corresponding oil and gas reserves. Gas prices therefore rise quicker than 
oil and coal prices, and gas technologies become less competitive. In this case, the use of gas in 2050 
is less than one third of the use at constant prices. 

5.3. Bottom-up and top-down treatment of energy-economic links 

From our experiment with MESSAGE, we draw three conclusions regarding the bottom-up and top
down treatment of energy-economic links: 

(a) Magnitude of AEEI. The results imply an RES-component of AEEI of 0.6% per year. The 
RES-component includes the effects of structural changes between the MESSAGE demand categories. 
The results should be compared with the assumption of AEEI = 1.5 to 1.0%/year used in the 11 R runs. 
It leaves 0.9 to 0.4%/year of the AEEI to be explained by structural changes within the MESSAGE 
demand categories. There may also be a residual technology component because the RES does not 
describe technology changes within individual industrial branches. Only empirical studies will decide 
whether the numbers are plausible. However, softlinking makes it possible to decompose linking and 
pose more precise questions for these studies. 

(b) Methodology vs data . Softlinking demonstrates that data can only be understood by means of 
a methodology. The RES-component of AEEI is to a large degree the result of increasing market 
penetration of already existing gas technologies, which explains why efficiency decreases as the relative 
price of gas increases. This explanation needs a RES-based model. On the other hand, an economic 
model is needed to focus on the importance of relative changes in compounded efficiency to understand 
the linking between primary energy availability and gross production. Softlinking does not resolve, but 
dissolves the dichotomy of methodology and data: data designed for one methodology may not be 
accessible for another methodology without the mediation of the first methodology. For example, engin
eering data on fuel switching and efficiency improvements must be translated or re-interpreted before 
entering into a macroeconomic discourse. Without such re-interpretations, most discussions between 
the systems engineering approach and the economic approach are meaningless. The results for the RES
component of AEEI is an example of a re-interpretation. 

(c) The reductionist vs the black-box fallacy. The RES language favours a reductionist view of 
demands. Demand categories are defined so that engineering data on energy conversion and distribution 
technologies can be entered as precisely as possible. In fact, as more demand categories are distinguished 
the more precise can the technology options be described. The reductionist fallacy lies in the belief, 
that the components of the compounded energy demands will remain the same in the foreseeable future . 
But within a time horizon of 50-100 years, there are historically many examples of emerging new 
demands. A production function oriented highly aggregated model like 11 R allows for emerging 
demands. The softlinking procedures, requiring convergence between 11 R and MESSAGE demands 
for electricity and non-electric fuels, provides some cure for the reductionist fallacy . But there is of 
course no explicit emerging demands in MESSAGE; any useful energy for emerging demands will be 
hidden in the 11 R-corrected demands for the original categories . 

The black-box fallacy refers to situations with major changes in fuel and technology prices and 
availability as well as in system constraints, e.g. new emission restrictions. Such changes in the system 
environment may activate or enhance alternative fuel-technology chains, giving the technical energy 
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system properties not foreseen by a macroeconomic model. In an RES-based systems engineering model, 
the chains will show up as new or enhanced energy-flow paths. The situation in the oil market of 1980-
85 provides an example. Coal was substituted for heavy oil in the electric sector, and the displaced 
heavy oil fraction was cracked to light products such as gasoline and light oil. Treating the technical 
energy system as a black-box, the system appears to produce gasoline from coal at prices slightly over 
$20/bbl. A systems engineering analysis reveals, that the crude price is capped, not by emerging new 
technologies, but by conventional crackers and conventional coal power plant working synergistically.34 

Our illustrative example in Sec. 5.1. refers to a dynamics-as-usual scenario which is a poor case for 
demonstrating the black-box fallacy. But the results on efficiency changes provide some insights in the 
mechanics of the fallacy and how to avoid it. From the RES-based model, it is evident that low relative 
gas prices activate the gas paths with better efficiencies, while higher relative gas prices retains more 
of the coal and oil. If this is considered important, the macroeconomic model can be redesigned to 
reflect the different efficiencies for the fossil-fuels in the non-electric fuels paths. The point to be 
emphasized here, however, is not that all models are infinitely malleable, but that a systems engineering 
model is necessary to call attention to the misrepresentation and to help decide if it has such conse
quences that the macroeconomic model has to be improved. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

By identifying and starting from a common language, it has been possible to develop a rigourous 
methodology for feedback-controlled softlinking between a systems engineering and a macroeconomic 
model. Each model has a proven track record in global energy and environmental analysis. Softlinking 
therefore provides a quality-controlled tool with considerably enhanced capacity. Furthermore, softlink
ing provides at least a partial translation to a systems engineering language of an important parameter 
in the macroeconomic model, which provides leverage for further studies of links between energy and 
economy. The discussions about methodology vs data and reductionist vs black-box fallacies illustrate 
the bootstrapping and learning aspects of model design and use, i.e. the progress from the analyst
modeller's precepts and pre-understanding of subject-matter via identification and modelling of relevant 
system to model solution and conclusions. Through softlinking, the analyst-modeller is urged to go 
back and take a second look at his/her precepts and perspective and to reassess identification and 
modelling of the relevant system. This learning process elucidates the conditions for efficient use of a 
model, i.e. the validity claims of a model. However, as one proceeds from learning to producing routine 
model runs, softlinking shows serious shortcomings such as softlinking noise and difficulties in main
taining the quality of the linking as the tool is transferred to new users. One remedy is to make the 
linking successively more formal to achieve in the end hardlinked models. Another one is to use the 
softlinked models as guides to develop parametrized or otherwise simplified models. 
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